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Abstract

Avulsion is a key process in building alluvial fans, but it is also a formidable natural hazard.
Based on laboratory experiments monitored with novel high-frequency photogrammetry, we
present a new model for avulsion on widely graded gravel fans. Previous experimental stud-
ies of alluvial fans have suggested that avulsion occurs in a periodic autogenic cycle, that5

is thought to be mediated by the gradient of the fan and fan-channel. However, these stud-
ies measured gradients at low spatial or temporal resolutions, which capture temporally or
spatially averaged topographic evolution. Here, we present high-resolution (1 mm), high-
frequency (1-minute) topographic data and orthophotos from an alluvial fan experiment.
Avulsions in the experiment were rapid and, in contrast to some previous experimental stud-10

ies, avulsion occurrence was aperiodic. Moreover, we found little evidence of the back-filling
observed at coarser temporal and spatial resolutions. Our observations suggest that avul-
sion is disproportionately affected by sediment accumulation in the channel, particularly
around larger, less mobile grains. Such in-channel deposition can cause channel shifting
that interrupts the autogenic avulsion cycle, so that avulsions are aperiodic and their timing15

is more difficult to predict.
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1 Introduction

Scaled physical experiments have been used to study the periodicity of flow distribution on al-
luvial fans, with particular emphasis on understanding avulsion, the (relatively) rapid relocation
of a channel. Avulsion is a formative process on alluvial fans; successive avulsions build up20

a fan’s characteristic radial morphology. However, avulsion also poses a formidable hazard to
people and infrastructure in the avulsion pathway; the inundation of new areas, and associated
erosion and deposition, can cause loss of lives and millions of dollars of damage (Chakraborty
et al., 2010; Davies and McSaveney, 2008; Korup, 2004; Sinha, 2009). Previous experiments
have shown that, even without an ”external” stimulus such as a change in flow or sediment25

supply, channels on fans tend to form, fill with sediment, and avulse, in what can be described
as the ”autogenic avulsion cycle” (e.g. Clarke et al., 2010; Van Dijk et al., 2012; Reitz et al.,
2010; Schumm et al., 1987; Whipple et al., 1998). However, these observations were mostly
based on photographic or video evidence, with the supporting topographic information having
low spatial or temporal resolution; as a result, hypotheses concerning the causes of avulsion30

have not had finely-resolved topographic data to support them. Consequently, the physical pro-
cesses driving avulsion on fans remain an open question, and one that is key to understanding
alluvial fan dynamics and the related natural hazards.
Experimental models of fans have suggested that avulsion occurrence and frequency are in-
fluenced by fan-channel gradient. Schumm et al. (1987) observed that flow on fans followed a35

pattern of 1) channelized flow, 2) channel back-filling with sediment, 3) eventual flow-spreading
at the fan-head, and 4) fan-head aggradation. They proposed that this fan-head aggradation
would increase fan gradient up to a critical value, after which flow avulsed into a single channel,
recommencing the cycle. The authors argued that intrinsic gradient thresholds were key to this
process. Similar behavior was observed in later experiments by Whipple et al. (1998). Avulsion40

on fans was further investigated by Bryant et al. (1995), who found that as sediment feed rate
increased, the volume of sediment required to cause avulsion decreased. They suggested that
fans with higher sediment supply (which had steeper gradients in their experiments) had shal-
lower channels, requiring a smaller volume of sediment to fill the channel and trigger avulsion.
However, they lacked sufficiently detailed topographic data to test this. Most recently, Reitz45

and Jerolmack (2012) proposed that fans adjust to two slope thresholds: a distrainment slope,
corresponding to depositional lobes at the fan-toe, and an entrainment slope, corresponding
to channelized flow. They hypothesized that the time to avulsion could be estimated from the
volume required to fill the “wedge” between these two slopes.
These hypotheses were largely informed by visual observations from video or photographs.50

The supporting topographic measurements in fan experiments have generally been coarsely
resolved, in either space or time. For instance, earlier studies of fan and fan-channel evolution
monitored topography at a coarse spatial resolution that did not allow channel slope and fan
slope to be differentiated. Schumm et al. (1987) used a grid of measuring stakes across the
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fan to monitor topographic evolution, while Whipple et al. (1998) used three lines of measur-55

ing stakes to monitor topography along three down-fan profiles. More recently, Clarke et al.
(2010) used a side-facing camera to view the fan-head through perspex walls, thus monitoring
changes in fan-head elevation. While these methods capture overall fan slope, they do not
suffice to resolve the slope or dimensions of individual channels.
In the past decade, the spatial resolution of topographic measurement in fan experiments has60

increased, but temporal resolution generally remains low. For example, experimentalists have
used either photogrammetry (Van Dijk et al., 2012) or laser-scans (Carlson et al., 2018; Miller
et al., 2019; Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012) to collect high-resolution topographic data, that covers
their entire experimental landscape with a resolution on the order of a few millimeters. How-
ever, these survey methods require that flow be stopped during data collection, meaning that65

the intervals between full topographic scans ranged from 15 minutes to a few times per experi-
ment. This low temporal resolution impeded the fine-scale monitoring of topographic evolution.
With the exception of some experiments by Van Dijk et al. (2012), avulsion occurred at a higher
frequency than the topographic scans, so that the influence of topographic change on avulsion
and flow pattern evolution was difficult to establish.70

In addition to issues with topographic data resolution, few alluvial fan studies have considered
the influence of sediment grading on autogenic dynamics, and most have used rather narrowly
graded mixtures. For instance, Schumm et al. (1987) and Hamilton et al. (2013) used sand
(in the range 0.062 - 2 mm and 0.075 - 2 mm, respectively). Reitz et al. (2010) and Reitz and
Jerolmack (2012) used a bimodal mix of 2 mm granite chips and 0.3 mm sand, but focused75

their analysis on the coarse portion alone. Carlson et al. (2018) used a bimodal mix of 1-2 mm
and 0.17 mm sand. Narrowly graded mixtures such as these are poor representations of the
mixtures on natural fans; for instance, the Dmax/D50 ratio in those experiments was ≤ 9, com-
pared to ratios of 11 - 34 in our samples from gravel fans in Alberta, Canada. Preliminary tests
by Hamilton et al. (2013) showed that using a more widely graded mixture produced channels80

that appeared more ”realistic”. Similarly, experiments by Booker and Eaton (2020), conducted
in a narrow flume designed to represent the aggrading conditions on fans, demonstrated that
a narrowly graded mixture failed to reproduce the morphodynamics of a widely graded mixture
with the same D50. In addition, recent studies have highlighted how the largest grains in a
distribution, while often only a small fraction of that distribution, have a disproportionately large85

influence on channel morphodynamics (MacKenzie and Eaton, 2017; MacKenzie et al., 2018;
Williams et al., 2019). Therefore, it is clear that alluvial fan experiments should be conducted
with a widely graded mixture based on field data, to more closely represent the complexity of
grain interactions that govern the behavior of channels on widely graded natural fans.
In light of these issues with previous alluvial fan experiments, we have developed an experimen-90

tal set-up that allows data-collection at unprecedented temporal and spatial resolution. We use
an adaptation of Structure-from-Motion photogrammetry that allows us to collect topographic
data without stopping flow. Consequently, we are able to collect co-registered digital eleva-
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tion models (DEMs) and orthophotos, both with 1 mm resolution, at every minute during the
experiment. By collecting topographic and photographic data at identical spatial and temporal95

resolution, we are able to explore how flow patterns and topography are interrelated. Moreover,
this high-frequency, high-resolution dataset gives us a deeper understanding of avulsion on
alluvial fans, by allowing us to monitor topography before, during and after avulsion.
We present results from an alluvial fan experiment with constant flow and sediment feed, using
a widely graded sediment mixture. Using high-resolution, high-frequency data collected during100

the experiment, we aim to:

1. characterize temporal changes in flow distribution on the fan, and thus characterize the
periodicity (or lack thereof) of the autogenic avulsion cycle;

2. characterize the changes in topography associated with avulsion and periods of channel-
ized flow, to compare our experiment to existing understandings of the avulsion cycle;105

3. understand the linkages between topographic change and flow pattern adjustment.

Ultimately, we compare our results to those of previous experiments with more narrowly graded
mixtures and more coarsely-resolved topographic data. We consider the influence of our widely
graded sediment mixture, and of local peaks in sediment flux resulting from bank erosion and
incision. In particular, we emphasize how flow patterns on fans (and both rapid and subtle110

change thereof) are influenced by in-channel sediment deposition.

2 Methods

2.1 Experimental details

We conducted the experiment using a physical model of a generic gravel-cobble alluvial fan.
We built the fan in a 2.44 × 2.44 m stream table with 0.3 m high walls (Figure 1), with a 0.2115

× 0.5 × 0.3 m feeder channel extending from a corner. Water was input from a constant head
tank with an adjustable outflow. Sediment was gravity-fed through a rotating pipe, with the
rate controlled by the angle of the pipe. Sediment and water were mixed in a funnel and then
disgorged into the head of the feeder channel. We allowed sediment to aggrade and degrade
freely in the feeder channel, as in a natural system.120

We used constant rates of flow (150 mL s-1) and sediment feed (5 g s-1). The flow rate scales
approximately to the 20 year flood on Three Sisters Creek fan, Canmore, Canada. However,
the experiment is not a Froude-scaled model of this site, but a generic similarity-of-process
model of gravel-cobble alluvial fans (see below). We adjusted the sediment feed so that the
sediment concentration was typical of fully fluvial flow, at ∼1.8% by volume. We ran the exper-125
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up. Water and sediment are mixed in a funnel and
disgorged into the feeder channel, where sediment is allowed to freely aggrade and degrade. Example
topography and flow map are at 18 hours, 40 minutes.

iment for ∼20 hours, which was approximately the time required for the fan to prograde to the
table edges. This period was long enough to observe the processes of fan evolution, including
numerous avulsions and phases of surface reworking. We ran three repeats of the experiment
(all ∼20 hours long); most data presented in this paper is from the first repeat, but supporting
data from the second and third repeats are provided in the Supplementary Material.130

The stream table was set to a slope of 0.0002 m m-1 (0.02 %) with the feeder channel at the
highest point. This was the minimum angle required to generate flow toward the drain at the op-
posite corner. To increase boundary roughness, we glued 2 mm sand grains and Lego sheets
to the base and walls of the table. Water in the experiment was dyed blue, allowing photos to
be used for automated channel mapping.135

We used a widely graded sediment mixture, which was approximated from a surface gravel
sample from Three-Sisters Creek fan using a length scale of 1:128. The experimental mixture
ranged from 0.25 mm to 8 mm, with 95% of the mixture finer than 2.3 mm (Figure 2). Sub-
surface flow through pores in the sandy mixture meant that seepage channels formed as the
fan grew. This behavior is not uncommon; field studies have reported considerable streamflow140

loss through infiltration on fans, which is thought to explain down-fan channel narrowing and
the formation of springs on the lower portion of some fans (Davidson et al., 2013; Kesel and
Lowe, 1987; Woods et al., 2006).
Toward the end of the experiment, the fan developed a slight convexity (Supplementary Mate-
rial, Figure S2). This convexity is unlikely to occur on natural fans, which generally have straight145
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Figure 2: Grain size distribution (GSD) of the sand and fine-gravel mixture in the experiments. Line and
points correspond to the primary y-axis, and the histogram to the secondary y-axis.

or concave-up long profiles (e.g. Beaumont, 1972; Blair and McPherson, 1994; Blissenbach,
1952; Bull, 1977; Denny, 1965; Eckis, 1928). We conducted a range of tests across all exper-
imental repeats to establish if the convexity influenced our various measures of flow patterns,
topography, and change thereof. None of these relations had r2 > 0.18 (Table S5, Supple-
mentary Material), suggesting that the convexity did not strongly affect the other variables we150

measured.

2.1.1 Similarity-of-process modeling

The fan slope (typically 0.05 - 0.07) and the channels upon it were self-formed, so it was impos-
sible to control the Froude number, mean channel width, or mean hydraulic depth. As a result,
the model is most appropriately interpreted as a ”similarity-of-process” model (c.f. Hooke,155

1968a), and not a Froude-scaled model. Because of the large length scale required to simulate
the 3D evolution of fans within a reasonable time-frame and spatial extent, similarity-of-process
models (”analogue models”) have become the established norm in laboratory studies of fans
and fan-deltas (e.g. Bryant et al., 1995; Clarke et al., 2010; Davies and Korup, 2007; Van Dijk
et al., 2009; de Haas et al., 2016; de Haas, Kruijt and Densmore, 2018; Hamilton et al., 2013;160

Hooke, 1967, 1968b; Hooke and Rohrer, 1979; Miller et al., 2019; Piliouras et al., 2017; Reitz
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and Jerolmack, 2012; Schumm et al., 1987). A similarity-of-process model is one that repro-
duces key aspects of the morphology of the generic ”prototype”; importantly, the processes that
shape this morphology in the model can reasonably be assumed to do so in the field.
Because it was impossible to control flow widths and depths on the fan, we have estimated the165

typical hydraulic parameters at the fan head, where the flow width is constrained. There, the
Froude number was estimated to be ∼1.9 on average, consistent with observations of super-
critical flow on fans (Beaumont and Oberlander, 1971; Rahn, 1967), although we estimate that
it fell below 1 as flow spread out across the fan. The typical Reynolds number at the apex was
estimated to be ∼1200, putting the flow in the transitional zone between laminar and turbulent170

flow, which violates the typical requirement for ”Froude-scaled” models that the flow remain tur-
bulent. Furthermore, the particle Reynolds number at the apex was estimated to be ∼66 (when
calculated using the D84 as a representative grain size), which also violates the minimum value
of 70 recommended by Schlichting and Gersten (2016) and by Yalin (1971), but conforms to the
threshold of 15 proposed by Parker (1979) and by Ashworth et al. (1994). Flows that were not175

fully turbulent have been reported in a diverse range of alluvial fan experiments (e.g. Davies
et al., 2003; Davies and Korup, 2007; Delorme et al., 2017, 2018; Van Dijk et al., 2012; Guerit
et al., 2014; Hamilton et al., 2013; Reitz et al., 2010; Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012; Whipple et al.,
1998). Despite this lack of dynamic similarity (comparable hydraulic conditions in model and
prototype), these models have successfully reproduced the processes of fan evolution, channel180

dynamics, surface reworking and avulsion that are of interest to us.
In summary, the large length ratio necessary to conduct experiments on fan evolution make it
difficult to establish dynamic similarity, which must be kept in mind when interpreting our re-
sults. In particular, we feel that extrapolations of rates and volumes measured in our model to
a prototype fan are probably inappropriate without additional supporting information from the185

field. However, we believe that the morphologic processes are reasonably well represented.

2.1.2 Data Collection

We monitored topography and flow patterns using an adaptation of ”Structure-from-Motion”
(SfM) photogrammetry (Fonstad et al., 2013; Westoby et al., 2012). Nine digital single-lens
reflex cameras were mounted above the experiment (Figure 1). The cameras captured syn-190

chronous images of the fan at one-minute intervals. Using eight ground control points (GCPs)
on the table walls, we georeferenced the images to a local coordinate system. To better re-
solve fan topography, the GCPs were placed in alternating high and low positions on the walls,
separated by ∼15 cm; the maximum height of the fan apex in any experimental repeat was ∼17
cm. Synchronous image sets were processed in Agisoft Photoscan to produce point clouds195

(∼280,000 points per m2) and orthophotos (1 mm resolution). Further details on the SfM meth-
ods are provided in the Supplementary Material.
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2.2 Analysis

We briefly summarize our analysis here, with further detail in the Supplementary Material. All
analysis was conducted in R (R Core Team, 2019). We limited the spatial extent of the analysis200

to areas where the fan had built to > 6 mm above the initial (empty) surface.
Using the topographic point clouds as source data, we generated DEMs with 1 mm resolution.
We compared successive DEMs in order to quantify topographic change (deposition and ero-
sion) in each minute of the experiment.
Using the orthophotos as source data, we mapped flow. Because the water in the experiment205

was dyed blue, flow had a strong signal in each color band. We thus developed a color index to
emphasize flow. We calculated the index for every cell, and applied a threshold to isolate flow
areas. To remove noise, we sieved out clumps below a threshold size, and applied a smoothing
filter. We used these flow maps to identify avulsion events and periods of channelized flow.

2.2.1 Identifying avulsion210

We used two methods to characterize the periodicity of the autogenic cycle: 1) examining the
periodicity of avulsion (i.e. large-scale channel reorganization), and 2) examining the periodic-
ity of channelized flow (versus sheetflow, or flow widely spread among distributaries).
To identify avulsion, we developed an automated method in which we compared pairs of flow
maps (performing change detection between them). As the duration between flow maps in-215

creased, so did the magnitude of differences between them (e.g. Supplementary Material,
Figure S6). To measure the duration that was most appropriate for identifying avulsion, we
conducted a preliminary visual inspection of the orthophotos (Table S6). Based on this, we se-
lected a three-minute lag between flow maps. We thus compared minute 1 to minute 4, minute
2 to minute 5, and so on.220

For each flow map pair, we measured the area newly occupied by flow, and the area aban-
doned by flow. Any pair in which both new and abandoned flow exceeded 10.5% of fan area
was classified as avulsion. These were major avulsions, with the avulsion node often at the
fan-head (Figure 3(a)). We trialed a range of thresholds, and chose 10.5% as it isolated the
majority of avulsions observed manually, while minimizing the number of “false positives” - that225

is, avulsions identified using the automated method that were not identified manually. The
threshold corresponded approximately to the 89th percentile of new and abandoned flow areas.
If the threshold was exceeded for two successive flow map pairs (e.g. t1-t4 and t2-t5), this was
counted as a single avulsion.
In addition to avulsion, we defined two other classes of channel reorganization event: diver-230

gence and convergence. Flow “divergence” events are similar to avulsion: flow spreads out
in multiple distributaries, so the newly occupied area is large, but the original channel is not
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a) Avulsion, t = 1359 b) Divergence, t = 1842

t
t + 3

1 m

c) Convergence, t = 1704 d) Low−mobility, t = 1255

Figure 3: Examples of the three classes of channel reorganization event (avulsion, divergence and con-
vergence) and low-mobility periods, identified using the automated flow map comparison. The avulsions
(a) we identify are major avulsions with large-scale relocation of flow. Divergence events (b) are when
flow spreads out across a large area (this may include small avulsions) but the original channel is not
abandoned. Convergence events (c) are when flow collects into a subset of the existing flow paths.
Low-mobility periods (d) are when both new and abandoned flow are < 5.8% of the fan.

abandoned (a key difference from avulsion). We defined divergence as events with new flow
area > 10.5% of the fan (as for avulsion) but abandoned flow area < 8% of the fan. Divergence
may include minor avulsion or crevasse-splay, as in Figure 3(b). In terms of surface reworking235

(and on natural fans, geohazards), divergence events have a large impact, similar to avulsion,
but we classify them separately because the original channel is not abandoned.
Flow ”convergence” events are those in which the new flow area is small, but the abandoned
area is large, as flow collects into a subset of the existing channels; these events may initiate
a period of channelized flow. We defined convergence as events with new flow area < 8% of240

the fan, and abandoned flow area > 10.5% (Figure 3(c)). Finally, we defined a fourth class of
”low mobility” periods, when both new and abandoned flow area were < 5.8% of the fan (Figure
3(d); the threshold corresponded to the 11th percentile of new flow area, mirroring the 89th per-
centile defining avulsion). The three classes of channel reorganization mark a major change
in channel pattern, and we treat them as instantaneous events. In contrast, the ”low-mobility”245

state is defined by a lack of change, and can persist for multiple successive time-steps.
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2.2.2 Identifying periods of channelized flow

As an additional metric for the periodicity of the autogenic cycle, we examined the recurrence of
channelized flow. To identify periods of channelized flow, we again used the flow maps, and we
first removed disconnected/seepage channels (Figure 1) to avoid overestimating the number of250

active channels. We then extracted the flow map at an arcuate cross-section, 1 m down-fan
(marked in Figure 1). We counted the number of channels along the transect (automatically, by
counting intersections between the flow map and the transect), and estimated the width of the
sector in which flow was active (measuring along the arcuate transect).
We used this last variable, the width of the active sector, to identify periods of channelized flow.255

When flow was confined to a single channel at the 1 m transect, the active sector width did not
exceed 0.325 m. Consequently, we defined channelized flow as any period when the active
sector at 1 m down-fan was < 0.325 m wide. Further details on this method are given in the
Supplementary Material (section S1.3).
We placed the transect at 1 m down-fan as it was approximately twice the bar wavelength260

visible in the orthophotos, and was therefore located multiple path lengths down-fan from the
inlet (e.g. Pyrce and Ashmore, 2003). 1 m is far enough down-fan that changes in flow pattern
there represent changes on the fan as a whole.

2.2.3 Topographic change and channel geometry analysis

We conducted topographic change detection using minute-to-minute ”DEMs of Difference”265

(DoDs). The DoDs quantified the location and volume of deposition and erosion, in each minute
of the experiment. For each patch of deposition and erosion, we measured the local gradient,
and estimated flow width and depth, to ascertain how deposition and erosion were affecting
channel dimensions. We briefly summarize these methods below; a detailed description is in
the Supplementary Material (section S1.4).270

We smoothed the DEMs to remove small pits and sinks (with a 7 × 7 mm moving average
filter). We then subtracted each DEM (t1) from the DEM at the following time-step (t2). The
resulting DoD (t2 - t1) had positive values where the fan had aggraded, and negative values
where it degraded. There was some uncertainty in the DEMs’ vertical accuracy, resulting in
part from light diffraction through water (for a detailed topographic error analysis, see Supple-275

mentary Material, section S1.5). To account for vertical uncertainty, we thresholded each DoD
at 2 mm, discounting elevation change in the range -2 mm < x < 2 mm. This process created
distinct patches of aggradation (deposition) and degradation (erosion; we use these terms in-
terchangeably).
For each patch of deposition or erosion in the DoD, we measured the down-fan gradient, and280

estimated flow width and depth. We measured gradient along a radial profile from the fan-
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head through the patch centroid. We estimated flow width from the flow maps, for a sample of
patches at 0.5 m intervals down-fan. We estimated flow depth from water color intensity in the
orthophotos. We performed each measurement or estimate twice, using data from the time-
step before (t1) and after (t2) the DoD. Further detail on the steps involved in these analyses is285

provided in the Supplementary Material (section S1.4).

2.2.4 Data subset
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Figure 4: Change in fan radius, slope, area and wet fraction (flow area / fan area) during the experiment.
The dotted vertical line marks t = 12 hours, after which slope and wet fraction were more independent
of fan size. Radius and slope distributions are from 88 equally-spaced down-fan profiles.

The data we present in this paper are a subset of the total experiment length, from t = 12 hours
to t = 19:23 hours (the end of the first experimental repeat). This was due to the scale de-
pendence of fan dynamics earlier in the experiment, when the fan slope (in particular) and wet290

fraction were related to fan area and radius (Figure 4). After ∼12 hours, the rates of change in
fan slope and wet fraction (and, we infer, fan morphodynamics in general) were less dependent
on fan size. Other fan studies have similarly discarded the initial ”spin up” period of experiments
(e.g. Reitz et al., 2010; Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012), and Clarke et al. (2010) described in detail
how flow patterns differ between the early and later stages of fan growth.295
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3 Results

3.1 General Observations

The experiment time-lapse video (https://youtu.be/Pc_2iyCDeaI or Figure 5) shows that flow
patterns on the fan were highly dynamic; channel pattern rearrangement was rapid and con-
tinuous. For instance, the video shows that from 13:00 - 14:00, flow traversed almost all of300

the fan surface. Channels were formed and destroyed in just a few minutes (e.g. repeatedly
from 16:00-16:15), and lateral mobility was high (e.g. 12:30 - 13:00). Flow was almost always
multi-threaded, and the number of channel threads and total flow width increased downstream
(Supplementary Material, Figure S7 and S8). We also observed down-fan alternation between
flow-spreading and channelization zones, as noted by Schumm et al. (1987) in experiments305

and by Field (2001) on fans in Arizona.

Figure 5: Link to the experimental time-lapse video.

3.2 Characterizing flow distribution

Our first aim was to characterize temporal changes in flow distribution on the fan, and thus
characterize the periodicity of the autogenic avulsion cycle. We did so by a) manually iden-
tifying channel reorganization events (including avulsion); b) automatically detecting channel310

reorganization events, and c) automatically detecting periods of channelized flow.

3.2.1 Manual event classification

We conducted a preliminary manual inspection of channel reorganization in the orthophotos
from our first experimental repeat. We identified large-scale reorganization events, and subjec-
tively classified them as either avulsion (major avulsion, typically from the fan-head), divergence315

(flow spreads rapidly across the fan, but the old channel is not abandoned) or convergence
(multiple distributaries become concentrated into a small number of channels); examples are
shown in Figure 3.
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The time between manually identified avulsions was 2-181 minutes (median = 34.5 minutes).
For the series of all channel reorganization events, the intervals were 2-34 minutes (median =320

6.5 minutes). Reorganization events were rapid, relative to the time between them: the events
lasted for 1-6 minutes, with a median duration of 3 minutes (Table S6).
To test how periodic the manually observed avulsions were, we applied the Kim and Jo (2016)
burstiness parameter An, which scales from -1 for periodic time series to 0 for random and 1
for ”extremely bursty” series. Values were close to zero for all event types (Table 1), suggesting325

that the timing of channel reorganization events was random (hence aperiodic).
Reitz et al. (2010) posited that, when avulsion is driven by back-filling from the fan-toe, the time
between avulsions should scale with fan radius. To test for this effect, we normalized each inter-
event interval by median fan radius, halfway through that interval. If the time between events
was strongly related to fan radius, we would expect this normalization to reduce An towards -1330

(representing a periodic signal). Although the normalization did incrementally lower An for avul-
sion (Table 1, rows 1-2), An increased for divergence and convergence, and for the sequence
of all events. Moreover, An remained close to zero, suggesting that even after normalization by
fan radius, reorganization events are best described as random, and thus aperiodic.

Table 1: Values of the burstiness parameter An for each class of channel reorganization event, and for
the series of all events. Rows 1-2 show values for manually detected events; rows 3-4 for automated
event detection. Most values are near zero, implying a random (aperiodic) distribution in time; divergence
events (automated detection method) have the most periodic signal if other events are not considered.

Avulsion Divergence Convergence All
Manual Raw 0.19 -0.18 -0.08 -0.05

Norm. by radius 0.16 -0.16 -0.06 -0.04
Automated Raw 0.09 -0.45 -0.19 0.14

Norm. by radius 0.07 -0.44 -0.18 0.15

We also measured the sizes of manually identified avulsions, following Densmore et al. (2019).335

Their metric for avulsion size is the product of the relative distance up-fan at which avulsion
occurs (ranging from 0 - 1) and the avulsion angle relative to the fan opening angle (0 - 1).
Most of the avulsions we observed occurred close to the fan-head; the relative distance up-fan
ranged from 0.69 - 0.90 with a mean of 0.81. However, the relative avulsion angles were small,
ranging from 0.18 - 0.52 with a mean of 0.33. Estimated avulsion sizes therefore ranged from340

0.15 - 0.45 with a mean of 0.27.

3.2.2 Flow area analysis

To corroborate our manual identification of channel reorganization events, we compared pairs
of flow maps that were three-minutes apart (the median duration of the events identified man-
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ually). In our first experimental repeat, this automated method identified eight of the nine avul-345

sions identified manually, with one “false positive”. These avulsions are shown in Figure 6,
along with divergence and convergence events, and periods when our criteria for ”low-mobility”
were met. The time between avulsion events was 2-139 minutes (median = 33.5 minutes). For
the sequence of all event types , the time between events was 1 - 83 minutes (median = 10
minutes). Data for the second and third experimental repeats are provided in the Supplemen-350

tary Material (Table S7).

12 14 16 18 20

Time (hours)

●●●●●● ● ●● ●● ● ● ●

●

Avulsion

Divergence

Convergence

Low−mobility

Figure 6: The time series of channel reorganization events (avulsion, divergence and convergence) and
low-mobility periods.

In between the channel reorganization events and ”low-mobility” periods, there was a moderate
degree of lateral channel migration, during which the areal change between pairs of flow maps
was too high to meet our criteria for low-mobility, but too low to meet our criteria for channel re-
organization. Channel reorganization events made up 60 minutes in total, and the low-mobility355

periods made up 14 minutes, so this ”moderate” mobility persisted for 369 minutes, or 80% of
the period of the experiment that we analyzed.
To quantify the periodic nature of the automatically detected channel reorganization events, we
again calculated An (Table 1, rows 3-4). An was close to zero, both for avulsion and for the
sequence of all events, again implying a random (aperiodic) occurrence in timeAn values for all360

experimental repeats are given in the Supplementary Material (Table S8).
We also applied the avulsion size metric of Densmore et al. (2019) to the automatically detected
avulsions. Again, these were apical avulsions, with normalized upstream distance of 0.69 - 0.90
(mean of 0.81), and normalized opening angles of 0.17 - 0.52 (mean of 0.31). Avulsion size
therefore ranged from 0.12 - 0.45 with a mean of 0.25.365

3.2.3 Channelized flow (cross-section analysis)

We assessed the periodicity of channelized flow at a mid-fan cross-section, as an additional
means to characterize the periodicity of the autogenic cycle. Periods of channelized flow are
marked pale red in the background of Figure 7, which shows how flow patterns evolved during
the experiment.370
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Figure 7: The temporal evolution of channel pattern, at three arc-cross-sections. Panels show the
channel at 0.5 m (left), 1 m (center) and 1.5 m (right) down-fan; Figure 1 shows the transect locations.
Channelized flow periods are highlighted pale red. Letters a-f correspond to descriptions in text.
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Figure 7 demonstrates that channelized flow was aperiodic. It also reveals a suite of character-
istic channel patterns and behaviors, annotated in the figure as follows:

a) Rapid lateral sweep from one sector to another.
b) Active sector widening gradually (after avulsion or convergence events, or a period of

channelized flow).375

c) Bifurcated state: flow spread across a wide sector. The largest channel thread often
oscillated between branches, with active flow abandoning one branch for short periods.

d) Convergence, with most flow converging into a subset of the existing channels.
e) Maintenance of abandoned-channels as seepage channels. These periodically attracted

active flow.380

f) Minor channel rearrangement, or variation in flow partitioning, at the mid-fan region having
a larger influence on flow patterns toward the fan-toe.

Many of these behaviors were also accompanied by lateral migration. For instance, the grad-
ual widening of the active sector at both instances of Figure 7(b) was achieved through lateral
migration of one channel branch away from another. This gradual change in flow location oc-385

curred over relatively more time than the rapid changes at (a) and (c).
Other studies have used the frequency of channelized flow to characterize the autogenic cycle
on fans (e.g. Carlson et al., 2018). Consequently, we again applied the Kim and Jo (2016)
burstiness parameter An to the time series of channelized flow periods (specifically, the onset
of each period) shown in Figure 7. We found An = -0.048 for the onset of channelized flow, sug-390

gesting that the signal was random (and thus aperiodic). Normalizing the inter-event intervals
by fan radius reduced An to -0.065.

3.3 Flow distribution and topography

Our second aim was to characterize the changes in topography associated with avulsion and
periods of channelized flow. Using DEMs of Difference (DoDs) generated from our topographic395

data at one-minute intervals, we tracked deposition and erosion patterns through space and
time, following the onset of channelized flow or avulsion. A sample is shown in Figures 8
and 9 (following channelized flow) and Figure 10 (following avulsion). These examples display
behaviors that were characteristic of many channelized flow periods and avulsion events. The
Supplementary Material contains the full datasets for all channelized flow periods (Figure S9 -400

S29) and avulsion events (Figure S30 - S36).
Some previous fan experimental studies reported back-filling after the onset of channelized flow
(Carlson et al., 2018; Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012; Schumm et al., 1987). In contrast, Figures
8 and 9 do not show a clear signal of back-filling. In Figure 8, it is possible to discern a very
small (∼20 cm2) patch of deposition that slowly moved up-fan during the five-minute period405
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Figure 8: DEMs of difference (DoDs) for the five minutes after the onset of channelized flow at 12:25.
Upper panel: minute-to-minute topographic change. Lower panel: cumulative topographic change. (a)
= erosion-deposition ”couplets”; (b) = down-fan alternation of aggradation and degradation.

(denoted by movement of the white arrow; the black arrow is fixed for comparison). However,
this small depositional patch did not appear to influence flow dynamics across the channel belt;
by the fourth minute (12:29), a minor avulsion on the lower fan had shifted flow farther ”south”,
disconnecting sediment supply to the depositional patch.
Three characteristic patterns become clear in Figures 8 and 9. These are:410

(a) Erosion-deposition ”couplets”, similar to those observed by Whipple et al. (1998). These
couplets occur when channelized flow on the upper fan acts as a conduit for sediment
transport, focusing deposition on the lower fan.

(b) Down-fan (spatial) alternation of aggradation and degradation patches (more clear in Fig-
ure 9), showing that even during channelized flow, the channel does not always act as a415

conduit for transport as in (a).
(c) Downstream migration of large depositional patches (Figure 9, from 19:00 onward).

The lower panel of Figures 8 and 9 shows how deposition and erosion aggregate as the time
between DEMs lengthens. The erosion-deposition couplets in Figure 8 become clearer. In
addition, patches of deposition grow both upstream and downstream simultaneously.420

After avulsion (Figure 10) two characteristic behaviors were revealed:

(a) Bifurcation tended to be a locus of deposition. The accumulated deposition could trigger
flow convergence into one channel thread.

(b) Minor back-filling persisted for just a few minutes before a minor avulsion redirected flow
farther to the ”south”.425
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Figure 9: DEMs of difference (DoDs) for the five minutes after the onset of channelized flow at 18:58.
Upper panel: minute-to-minute topographic change. Lower panel: cumulative topographic change. (b)
= down-fan alternation of aggradation and degradation; (c) = large depositional patch moving down-fan.

In summary, Figures 8 - 10 show that channelized flow had the potential to convey sediment
to the lower fan, and that bifurcations tended to be depositional loci. However, these figures
provide little evidence that back-filling, or upstream-progressing deposition, was a dominant
process. When minor back-filling was observed, it was short-lived, with lateral migration or
small avulsions on the lower fan tending to redirect flow after a few minutes.430

3.4 Local topography

Our third aim was to understand the linkages between local topographic change and flow pat-
tern adjustment. Given that we found little evidence of back-filling, we wanted to test whether
local slope was in fact related to deposition (and, we can infer, distrainment), or whether other
aspects of channel geometry were important. We therefore estimated channel geometry for435

the deposition and erosion patches revealed in the DoDs. For each patch, we measured local
down-fan slope, and estimated channel width and depth. We did so for the time-steps both
prior to (t1) and following (t2) the deposition or erosion measured in the DoD.
If local slope was an important driver of deposition (and hence distrainment), we would expect
depositional patches to have lower slopes than erosional patches, at t1. However, the popu-440

lations of deposition and erosion patches had similar distributions of slopes at t1 (Figure 11a);
the population mean was 0.061 m m-1 for deposition and 0.060 m m-1 for erosion (standard
deviation = 0.030 and 0.037 m m-1, respectively). At t2 (Figure 11b), population means and
standard deviations were unchanged (when rounded to two significant figures), suggesting that
the recorded deposition and erosion did not influence local slope. See Supplementary Material445

(Figure S37 and S38) for data from experimental repeats.
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Figure 10: DEMs of difference (DoDs) for the five minutes after an avulsion at 13:37. Upper panel:
minute-to-minute topographic change. Lower panel: cumulative topographic change. (a) = deposition
concentrated at bifurcations; (b) = short-lived back-filling, curtailed by minor avulsion on the lower fan.

The distribution of estimated depths across deposition and erosion patches varied from t1 to
t2, highlighting how deposition and erosion affected channel geometry. For t1 (Figure 12a),
estimated depths for deposition and erosion patches were similar. Population means were 3.3
and 3.4 mm respectively (standard deviation = 0.77 and 0.89 mm).450

Conversely, at t2 (after the observed deposition and erosion), estimated depth had shallowed
in depositional patches and deepened in erosional patches (Figure 12b). Population means
were 3.0 and 3.7 mm for deposition and erosion respectively (standard deviation = 0.68 and
0.87 mm). A Welch two-sample t-test shows that the shallowing of depositional patches and
deepening of erosional patches were statistically significant (p < 2.2 × 10-16 in both cases).455

See Supplementary Material (Figure S39 and S40) for plots from experimental repeats. We
also note that our estimates are an index of depth that is suitable for comparing depths in the
same experiment but not as a measure of absolute depth.
Estimated channel widths in deposition and erosion patches also varied between t1 and t2,
again demonstrating the influence of deposition and erosion on channel geometry. At t1 (Fig-460

ure 13a), channel widths were similar in both depositional and erosional patches. Population
means were 95 and 100 mm respectively (standard deviation = 76 and 64 mm).
At t2, however, channels had widened in depositional patches and narrowed in erosional
patches (Figure 13b). Population means were 110 and 79 mm for deposition and erosion
respectively (standard deviation = 78 and 58 mm). A Welch two-sample t-test shows that the465

widening of depositional patches and narrowing of erosional patches were statistically signifi-
cant (p = 1.3 × 10-6 and p = 7.5 × 10-11 respectively). See Supplementary Material (Figures
S41 and S42) for plots from experimental repeats. Again, these estimates of channel width are
estimates rather than absolute measures, as they were made along arcuate cross-fan profiles
and are therefore perpendicular to the fan radius rather than to flow.470
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Figure 11: Distribution of down-fan slope through patches of deposition and erosion. Patches smaller
than 5 cm2 are omitted. (a) = t1; (b) = t2. The population means and standard deviations were un-
changed by the erosion/deposition recorded between t1 and t2. The dark magenta bars indicate where
the two histograms overlap.

4 Discussion

Our principal aims were 1) to characterize temporal changes in flow distribution (i.e. periodicity
of the autogenic cycle), 2) to characterize the topographic change following major avulsions
or the onset of channelized flow, and 3) to understand the linkages between local topographic
change and flow pattern adjustment. Our results showed that 1) channel reorganization events475

and periods of channelized flow were aperiodic; 2) there was minimal evidence of back-filling
or upstream-moving deposition following avulsion or the onset of channelized flow, as other
authors have suggested; 3) contrary to our expectations based on previous studies, local slope
was not significantly lower in patches of deposition, although deposition did cause significant
channel shallowing and widening.480

4.1 Periodicity of avulsion and channelized flow

Avulsion, divergence and convergence events during the experiment were rapid. Those we
observed manually had durations of 1-6 minutes. This accords with field studies of avulsion
on fans, which have suggested or observed that avulsion events generally take place during a
single flood event (Bernal et al., 2012; Field, 2001; Fuller, 2012; Kesel and Lowe, 1987; Mack485

et al., 2008; Pearthree et al., 2004; Wells and Dorr, 1987).
To ascertain how periodic the autogenic avulsion cycle was in our experiment, we applied the
Kim and Jo (2016) burstiness parameter An to both manually and automatically identified chan-
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Figure 12: Mean estimated flow depths at t1 (a) and t2 (b), for each patch of deposition or erosion
in the DoDs. Patches smaller than 5 cm2 were removed. Between t1 and t2, channels shallowed at
depositional patches and deepened at erosional patches.

nel reorganization events, and to the onset of channelized flow periods. For all cases, An was
close to zero, suggesting that the timing of reorganization events and periods of channelized490

flow was random, and thus aperiodic. In addition, the interval between events appeared to be
unrelated to fan radius. These results are a little surprising: other alluvial fan and delta exper-
iments exhibited more periodic autogenic cycles (e.g. Carlson et al., 2018, Figure 1; Hamilton
et al., 2013, Figures 11-13; Reitz et al., 2010, Figure 2). The aperiodicity of our experiment
may reflect the paucity of back-filling in Figures 8-9, as we discuss below.495

The causes of avulsion are often subdivided into two categories: ”setup” and ”trigger” (Jones
and Schumm, 1999; Slingerland and Smith, 2004). Setup refers to processes such as channel
filling or aggradation, that reduce channel capacity and thereby prime the channel for avulsion.
Triggers are typically flood events that generate overbank flow, leading to avulsion. Theoretical
work has indicated that the time between avulsions could be predicted from the efficiency of the500

setup: that is, from the length of time required for the channel to aggrade to one channel-depth
(Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007). More specifically for fans, Reitz et al. (2010) proposed that
the average time between avulsions could be predicted from the time to back-fill the channel
over the length of the fan radius. These theories imply that, if water and sediment supply are
constant, the avulsion cycle on fans should be periodic, and the time between avulsions should505

scale with fan radius.
However, the notion that the time between avulsions can be predicted from the time required
to back-fill the channel implicitly assumes that all sediment supplied to the fan is transported to
the fan-toe, to contribute to back-filling. In a widely graded mixture such as ours, it is unlikely
that all grains in the largest classes are transported to the fan-toe. In addition, when sediment510

supply is high (as in our experiment), channels may be capacity limited, meaning that much of
the supplied material is not transported to the fan-toe. These factors may explain the lack of
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Figure 13: Distribution of channel widths at deposition and erosion patches. Data from t1 (a) and t2 (b).
Between t1 and t2, channels widened at deposition patches and narrowed at erosion patches.

back-filling in our experiment, and therefore the aperiodic nature of the autogenic cycle and the
fact that the intervals between channel reorganization events were unrelated to fan radius. We
further consider the paucity of back-filling in section 4.2.515

The avulsions detected by our automated method were apical avulsions. Using criteria for
avulsion size proposed by Densmore et al. (2019), we estimated that avulsion size ranged from
0.12 - 0.45 with a mean of 0.26 (where 0 represents no avulsion, and 1 represents an apical
avulsion from one fan boundary to the other). Although these were apical avulsions, the open-
ing angles were relatively small, constraining the avulsion ”size” as measured by this metric.520

Although we are not aware of field data relating to avulsion angles on fluvial fans, a recent study
of 176 debris flows on fans in British Columbia, Canada found that most debris flow avulsions
had an opening angle of less than half the fan opening angle, in similarity to the avulsions in
our experiment (Zubrycky, 2020).
With respect to the automated method for identifying channel reorganization events, there were525

some issues with our method of comparing flow maps and quantifying the area newly occupied
or abandoned by flow. The method worked well for identifying avulsion (identifying 8/9 of the
manually observed avulsions), but less so for divergence (5/13) and convergence (6/18) events
(Table S6). There are three potential causes for this discrepancy. Firstly, we may have selected
inappropriate area thresholds to identify divergence and convergence. The upper threshold530

(10.5% of the fan area) matched our criteria for avulsion, but for the lower threshold (8%), we
tried a range of other thresholds for which the success rate was even lower. So, we consider
this first explanation unlikely. A second explanation is that the durations of divergence and
convergence events are more variable (Table S6), so that not all events are captured with the
three-minute lag. Table S6 shows that most divergence and convergence events that were535

successfully captured did have a duration of three minutes. A final possible explanation is that
the ”class” of events that we manually identified as divergence (or convergence) do not in fact
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share similar values of new or abandoned flow area. This highlights the subjectivity of manual
classification, where one may identify a suite of events as having similar character, only to find
that they are quite different when the variables of interest are quantified.540

4.2 Topographic change

Conceptual models of back-filling on fans suggest that, following avulsion or the onset of chan-
nelized flow, deposition should be concentrated toward the fan-toe and should then propagate
upstream (e.g. Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012; Schumm et al., 1987). However, despite tracking
deposition locations with high-frequency topographic data, we saw little evidence of an up-fan545

shift in depositional loci following avulsion or the onset of channelized flow (in our first exper-
imental repeat, e.g. Figure 8). We did observe minor back-filling at the fan’s distal margin,
but it generally lasted for only a few minutes before sediment supply was diverted by channel
pattern change further up-fan. We therefore infer that back-filling played a minimal role in our
experiment.550

Previous work has suggested that back-filling on fans is triggered by a down-fan reduction in
slope (e.g. Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012; Schumm et al., 1987). We used the DoDs to test the
influence of local slope on depositional patterns, and found no significant difference between
the slopes of erosional and depositional patches in our experiment. This result was consistent
when measuring slope before and after the DoD (t1 and t2; see Figure 11), when comparing dif-555

ferent repeats, when using longer intervals (two or five minutes) to calculate the DoD, and when
calculating slope along flow lines rather than radial profiles (Figure S43 - S45, Supplementary
Material). These results suggest that local slope was not a major influence on depositional
location. Nevertheless, a reduction in slope must trigger deposition at the very toe of the fan,
due to the associated reduction in competence. This small region is not represented in our560

data, as we limited our analysis to areas that built to > 6 mm above the initial surface.
Given that we found little evidence for local slope as a driver of deposition, we examined local
channel geometry to ascertain if differences in depth (and hence shear stress) may be respon-
sible for the depositional patterns observed. At t1, the populations of local slopes, flow depths
and widths were similar for deposition and erosion patches (Figures 11, 12 and 13, panel a).565

Shear stress on the bed can be approximated as τb = ρgHS (where ρ = fluid density, g =

gravitational acceleration, H = hydraulic radius, a function of flow depth and width, and S =

channel slope). It follows that, if local changes in channel geometry were responsible for the ob-
served depositional patterns, we would expect depositional patches to have lower shear stress
than erosional patches, at t1; a lower shear stress would trigger distrainment and deposition.570

However, we estimate τb = 1.9 N m-2 for both depositional and erosional patches (using mean
estimates of local flow depth, width and slope for each population). This similarity in estimated
shear stress suggests that local reductions in shear stress, due to local changes in channel
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geometry, are not a reasonable explanation for the depositional patterns observed.
At t2, channels had shallowed in depositional patches and deepened in erosional patches (Fig-575

ure 12b). Contemporaneously, channels had widened in depositional patches and narrowed in
erosional patches (Figure 13b). These adjustments were statistically significant, and were ob-
served in all experimental repeats. We estimate that, at t2, local shear stress had decreased to
1.7 N m-2 in depositional patches, and increased to 2.0 N m-2 in erosional patches. These esti-
mates suggest that deposition generally reduced shear stress through widening and shallowing580

channels, which may in turn have encouraged further deposition through positive feedbacks.
The reverse is, to a lesser degree, true for erosion.

4.3 Disrupting the avulsion cycle

As described in section 4.2, in-channel deposition initiated shallowing and widening (Figures 12
and 13). Channel widening due to deposition may trigger local adjustments to flow pattern, such585

as lateral migration, bifurcation, flow redistribution between channel threads, or minor avulsion.
These adjustments divert sediment transport away from the active fan-toe lobe, thereby disrupt-
ing back-filling from that lobe. The progress of the autogenic avulsion cycle is thus interrupted,
and as a result of many such interruptions, avulsion occurrence becomes aperiodic.
As discussed in section 4.2, the initial hydraulic conditions in erosional and depositional patches590

were not significantly different. This indicates that local changes to hydraulic conditions, while
important, may not be the main control on depositional patterns. Rather, deposition may begin
in response to the material supplied to a channel thread, and to random variations therein.
With a continuous supply of sediment at a concentration of almost 2% by volume, the fan was
capacity limited: the pre-deposition (t1) shear stress of approximately 1.9 N m-2 was ∼4 times595

the entrainment threshold for the D50, and yet deposition occurred at any distance down-fan.
We thus infer that in-channel deposition was likely throughout the experiment, but there are two
phenomena which may have enhanced the likelihood of in-channel deposition: 1) small local
peaks in the sediment flux to a particular channel thread at a particular distance down-fan, and
2) the lower mobility of larger grains in our sediment mixture.600

Although we did not directly measure the down-fan sediment flux, we identified local peaks
using the DoDs. Some DoD sequences (e.g. Figure 9) showed relatively large patches of
deposition that migrated down-fan, dispersing as they moved. The sediment supply to the ex-
periment was constant, so these sediment pulses likely arise from local erosion (e.g. bank
failure). In some cases, such sediment pulses caused sufficient deposition and shallowing to605

plug a channel and precipitate avulsion; Figure 14 shows one example of this process.
Little is known about the contribution of bank erosion to the sediment budget on alluvial fans.
However, rates and volumes of bank erosion have been well-studied in other stream types; re-
ported contributions of bank erosion to suspended sediment budgets range from 10% to >90%
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Figure 14: Orthophotos and hillshaded DEMs (cropped to the fan-head) showing the influence of local
sediment pulses on fan-channels. Between t = 1359 and t = 1401, the left bank (a) and bed eroded,
encouraging in-channel deposition just downstream. At t = 1401, this sediment had formed a sheet-like
deposit (b), which shallowed and widened the original channel and formed a bifurcation. By t = 1402, all
flow had collected into the left branch of the bifurcation, causing a large-scale avulsion further down-fan.

(e.g. Longoni et al., 2016; Rinaldi and Darby, 2007; Cashman et al., 2018). Sediment gener-610

ated by bank erosion may be directly entrained into the flow or deposited on the bed (Grissinger
et al., 1991; Shu et al., 2019). The volume and size of material input to the channel will con-
trol whether the material aggrades the bed or is transported downstream (Rinaldi and Darby,
2007; Swartenbroekx et al., 2010). Further studies of on-fan sediment budgets (for instance, of
cut-and-fill patterns revealed in repeat DoDs) could help to decipher the relation between bank615

erosion and channel sedimentation on natural fans.
A second likely trigger for in-channel deposition was the low mobility of larger grains in our
sediment mixture. Recent work shows that large grains can have a dominant influence on
morphodynamics (e.g. MacKenzie and Eaton, 2017; MacKenzie et al., 2018; Williams et al.,
2019). In our experiment, the largest 1.4% of grains (sizes >2.8 mm) were mobile in the feeder620

channel, but often came to rest on the upper fan. If these relatively large grains deposited in
a channel, the high and continuous sediment supply meant that they often triggered further
deposition. As mentioned previously, in-channel deposition tended to cause flow widening, of-
ten leading to larger flow pattern adjustment. An example of a large-grain accumulation which
triggered flow pattern adjustment is shown in Figure 15. Therefore, although large grains have625

a stabilizing role in streams with low sediment supply or in laterally confined settings, in our ex-
periment accumulations of large grains tended to trigger instability and flow pattern adjustment.
This difference likely reflects the high sediment supply and laterally unconfined channels in our
experiment.
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Figure 15: Sequential orthophotos (cropped to the fan-head) demonstrating the influence of large grains
on fan-channels. At t = 1823, two large white grains (around 6 mm) were in place (a). At t = 1824, a third
large grain came to rest in their vicinity (b). At t = 1825, an additional grain became anchored at (b). The
area shallowed at t = 1826, and flow was diverted away from the accumulation at t = 1827.

Flow widening and adjustment around depositional patches, or around accumulations of larger630

grains, may thus explain why our experiment did not exhibit a more periodic autogenic avulsion
cycle. While the geometric standard deviation of our sediment is comparable to that of previous
studies (e.g. Carlson et al., 2018; Hamilton et al., 2013; Reitz et al., 2010), the relative size of
the largest grain (Dmax / D50) was much greater in our experiments. We believe that this coarse
tail (grains > 2.8 mm) exerted a disproportionately large influence on fan morphodynamics,635

through deposits of these large grains and the associated channel widening, flow pattern ad-
justment, and interruption of back-filling and the autogenic avulsion cycle.
The influence of sediment grading has implications for natural fans. Those with a widely graded
supply are more prone to accumulations of larger grains and subsequent flow widening. Mixture
grading may be particularly important in paraglacial fans, where the primary sediment source is640

often widely graded till (Ryder, 1971), or in volcanic settings, where lahars can supply boulders
that are well beyond the competence of fluvial flows (Williams et al., 2019).
The impact of flow pattern adjustment (such as flow re-partitioning between channel threads)
can vary depending on where the adjustment occurs. As we mentioned, in-channel deposition
triggered flow widening and shallowing. On the lower fan, these small adjustments can initiate645

the minor avulsion of a channel thread (for instance, in Figure 7 at (f)). However, when such
adjustment occurs on the upper fan, a major apical avulsion may be triggered (as in Figure
14; patterns of in-channel deposition prior to each avulsion are shown in Figure S46, Supple-
mentary Material). In either case, deposition and a reduction in channel capacity is the cause
of the avulsion, but the severity and size of the avulsion is determine by where the channel is650

breached.
Our finding that channel filling may trigger avulsions that are unpredictable in space and time
supports recent observations from debris-flow fans. Field observations indicate that channel
plugging can be a trigger for stochastic avulsion of debris flows on fans (de Haas et al., 2019).
Similarly, experimental evidence shows that small debris flows may plug a channel so that sub-655

sequent larger flows undergo avulsion (de Haas, Kruijt and Densmore, 2018). Moreover, debris
flow composition (grain size distribution) can increase the likelihood of channel plugging and
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avulsion (de Haas, Densmore, Stoffel, Suwa, Imaizumi, Ballesteros-Cánovas and Wasklewicz,
2018). This concurs with our observations on a fluvial fan, despite different flow conditions and
sediment concentration.660

To trigger avulsion, flood volume must exceed the channel capacity, inciting overbank flow
(Jones and Schumm, 1999; Slingerland and Smith, 2004). In the ”classic” model of the auto-
genic avulsion cycle, channel capacity decreases through slope-induced back-filling from the
fan-toe. However, our data show that, at least when sediment supply is high and the GSD is
widely graded, deposition at any distance down-fan can locally reduce channel capacity and665

initiate avulsion. Consequently, the location of the avulsion node (and avulsion timing) is likely
related to the volume and GSD of material being transported down the fan, as these factors
can induce deposition and a subsequent reduction in channel capacity. This accords with field
observations that avulsion tends to occur in aggrading zones on fans (Field, 2001).

5 Conclusion670

Using our high-frequency, high-resolution DEMs and orthophotos, we tracked the co-evolution
of flow patterns and topography in an alluvial fan experiment with constant flow and sediment
feed and widely graded sediment. These data allowed us to monitor the frequency of avulsion
and channelized flow periods. We used DEMs of difference to examine patterns of deposition
and erosion, and compared channel geometry in erosional and depositional patches.675

Major avulsions and other channel reorganization events in our experiment were rapid, lasting
three minutes on average. These events, as well as periods of channelized flow, occurred aperi-
odically. After avulsion or the onset of channelized flow, we saw little evidence of slope-induced
back-filling. In fact, local down-fan slope was not significantly different between patches of de-
position and erosion, implying that local slope was not a trigger for deposition. However, a key680

finding was that in-channel deposition generally triggered flow widening and shallowing, signif-
icantly altering flow patterns on the fan.
These findings contrast some alluvial fan experimental studies which proposed that avulsion
occurs in response to channel back-filling triggered by a down-fan reduction in slope. One
main reason for the contrasting behavior of our experiment may be our widely graded sedi-685

ment; coarser fractions move down the fan more slowly. Consequently, relatively coarse grains
tend to deposit up-fan, initiating flow expansion and shallowing. Similarly, peaks in the local
sediment flux may trigger in-channel deposition, leading to flow widening and shallowing.
Whatever the cause of local deposition, the associated reduction in capacity primes the chan-
nel for avulsion or minor flow adjustments. Minor flow adjustments redirect the sediment supply690

to the fan-toe, interrupting any back-filling and thereby disrupting the ”autogenic avulsion cy-
cle”. As we observed, avulsion occurrence thus becomes aperiodic, and difficult to predict.
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Instead of being triggered by back-filling, avulsion could be triggered by local channel filling
in response to accumulations of large grains or peaks in the local sediment flux. On natural
fans where avulsion hazards pose a risk to public safety, we therefore encourage frequent to-695

pographic monitoring to identify sites that are actively aggrading and may become the loci of
future avulsions.
Finally, our high-frequency, high-resolution data allowed us to monitor fan and fan-channel evo-
lution in unprecedented detail. We stress that, in geomorphology, we must strive to collect
data at a higher frequency than that of the process of interest. We therefore advocate for high-700

frequency topographic surveys where landscapes and forms are dynamic and rapidly evolving.
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